Connecticut Regional Service Committee Minutes
April 20th, 2019
The CTRSC met at Middlesex Memorial Hospital, 28 Crescent Street, Middletown, CT
The Chairperson opened the meeting at 2:00 p.m. with a moment of silence and the Serenity Prayer.
The 12 Traditions were read by Claire B. and the 12 Concepts were read by Howard T.

Visitors: Al D. (USA), Alfred
Roll Call: (see addenda)
Recognition of New Areas - none
Secretary’s Minutes (16Mar19) - Submitted and read by Bill B.

v Amendment to the NEZF – Decision Making Proposal (under Agenda) was made and the
RSC16Mar19 minutes resubmitted

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Chairperson – Submitted and read by: Alex W.
I retrieved the mail from the PO Box and will distribute to the appropriate trusted servants. There were 4 new
requests for a COI last month. I spoke to the Web Servant about getting a COI template that can be filled out on the
NA website. He sent a draft of the new COI and I sent it to our insurance provider. She was very pleased with the
document and we can begin using this ASAP. Please do not wait until the last minute to submit your COI requests.
I do not believe the Archiving Ad-Hoc committee took any steps. Ifl am in error please correct me after my
report.
This body discussed creating a region wide waiver for people taking part in NA events. I believe it was decided
that an "Informed Consent" statement was the best way to address this concern. This would be printed on the tickets
that people would purchase to attend an NA event. (possibly included on event flyers also) This rnay be addressed
in the Vice Chair report.
I spoke with Michael B. about securing the same facility that we had last year in Wallingford. After checking with
the facility I was informed that the price would now be $500.00. (no more friends and family discount) We will need
to -discuss next steps for this event today.
I believe I may have erred last month when I allowed a vote on the NEZF to use CBDM at their meetings. Since
this is not a level of service and we don't dictate to other bodies what they should do except when it effects our
areas, groups or region as a whole, then the NEZF should choose whatever format they want to run their meeting.
After speaking with the Policy Chair I believe that this is the correct procedure. In conclusion the motion should
have been called out of order. Therefore the motion to table and send back to the groups would have been irrelevant
and a vote and discussion should not have taken place. Therefore the second discussion and 2 pros and 2 cons
would not have happened and a second vote would not have occurred. If anyone believes I am in error then a
motion to overrule the chair can be made at this months meeting.
Lastly since we passed a policy to review the regional checking account and financials a day and time to do this
needs to be scheduled at this meeting. We will need firm commitments from the people who are going to do the
review.

Vice Chair – Submitted and read by: Andrew S.

I've created a sign-up sheet for the 2019 RSC Learning Day and will be passing it around for those who wish to donate
food items for the day. The balance of the items will of course come from our Learning Day budget that Garret W. and I
will shop for the day of the event.
Alex W. has been in touch with Michael B. about using the facilities of Ashlar Village in Wallingford again this year,
and though it sounds like the rental cost will be slightly more than in previous years, the location is relatively unbeatable
in meeting our needs. More will be revealed when we have confirmation.
I have created a template flyer for the event and will fill in the dates and distribute when we have arrived at a time that
works for both the location and CTRSC. Our aim is for Sept. 17th, in place of our typical RSC meeting.
In May, my plan is to attend as many CT Region Subcommittee meetings as my schedule will permit to familiarize
myself with the Subcommittees individually and to offer the assistance of the RSC in any ways that may be required. That
schedule should be as follows: May 1st, H&I (New Britain)
May 8th, Public Relations (Portland)
May 9th, WSR (Middletown)

Treasurer – Submitted and read by Gail S.
The RSC opening balance was
Donations received were
Expenditures were
Funds returned were
Fund Flow to World was
The RSCclosing balance is

$5025.28
$2034.16
$ 445.89
$ 447.66
$2035.93
$5025.28

The Schedule opening balance was
Sales were
Expenditures were
leaving a schedule balance of
The checkbook balance is

which is Prudent Reserve.

$2569.83
$ 440.00
$ 289.83
$3000.00
$8025.28

Motion: to accept
Maker: GNHA 2nd by, USA
Passed: 7.0.0

Alternate Treasurer – OTF

v Chair suspended Order of Business – Convention Chair to present report
Convention – Submitted and read by: George D.
I was absent from the April convention committee meeting due to being out of town. Meeting was run and held by the
secretary and the report was it went well. Upon returning I was notified that the current secretary would be stepping
down so this position will be out to the fellowship for the next 30 days. Her email read as follows "After discussing with
Sponsor, I'm going to respectfully resign as Secretary. At the time I accepted the position, I was not aware I had to attend
BOD ongoing after the first one"
I have begun to get in contact with subcommittee chairs and attended the merchandise meeting this month and we are
looking for more to get involved and on a better note the chair is on task for this month, despite more participation ..
We will continue review the tasks at the May meeting will all subcommittee chairs, this will ensure everyone is aware
of crucial dates during this year's planning stage.
If there are any commitments in need of help after today's meeting I and the vice-chair will be of assistance.
I would like to thank Christine for her service in assisting the committee working toward this year's convention and
wish her well

v Chair resumed Order of Business

Regional Delegate (RD) - Submitted and read by: Troy B
NAWS
Current Projects:
The following are brief summaries of the updates for the 2018 - 2020 Conference Projects and current events.
Attached is the March 2019 issue of NAWS News www.na.org/nawsnews outlining full details on the projects and
events.
Spiritual Principle! Day Book Project input can be submit online at: www.na.org/SPAD
Current Project focuses are:
Project Focus through June:
Forgiveness\ Kindness \Perseverance\ Practicality
Respect | Responsibility | Service I Simplicity | Understanding
Mental Health Mental Illness Informational Pamphlet (IP) draft is out for review and input through May 15, 2019.
Responses (input) can be submitted online at www.na.org/mhmi
World Service Conference of the Future Proiect. The World Service Conference of Future workgroup has been
divided into three task teams: the Effective and Sustainable task team, the Role of Zones task team, and the
Zonal Collaboration task team. The Effective and Sustainable task team will focus on effectiveness of doing a good job
in all the "reasons we gather" at the World Service Conference, and what's required to sustain that level of
effectiveness. The Role of Zones task team will focus on, among other things, generating ideas to forward to the
World Board to be considered in the development of a project plan that is specific to zones and their relationship to
the wider fellowship, including Zonal Delegate participation into the decision making process at the World Service
Conference. The Zonal Collaboration task team's focus overlaps with some of the areas the Role of Zones task team
will focus on. Preliminary discussions focused on the benefits of collaboration, working with the World Board to
plan a virtual meeting of Zones; and exploring options to help Zones that wish to stay connected moving forward.
Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust Workgroup Project. A recommendation for a proposed revision to the
inspection clause contained in the FIPT Operational Rules, as well as other proposed revisions, has been submitted
to the World Board. The World Board has reviewed the FIPT workgroup's recommendations and supports all of
the changes to date. The workgroup is now focusing on ideas for revisions to Bulletin #1 - Use Policy.
Conventions & Events Tools Proiect. A tool for Money Management is the latest completed piece from the
Conventions & Events Tools Project. Visit www.na.org/conventions for this and other tools for Conventions and
Events.
A Guide to World Services in NA 2018-2020. The latest version of A Guide to World Services in NA that reflects the
current policies for Narcotics Anonymous World Services, including those adopted at the last WSC is available. Visit
www.na.org/conference for a copy. I have received a hard copy in the mail from NAWS.
New Ideas and Issues Needing Input. One of the 2018 Conference topics the World Board (WB) committed to looking
into and discussing during this Conference Cycle is online meetings. Recently, the WB received a request to register an
online Area Service Committee. As this is a new type of request, the WB is unsure on how to proceed; and does not believe
it is the WB's decision to make. The topic of online meetings was the small group discussion focus during the Conference
Participant web meeting held on Saturday, April 13, 2019.
Other Topics Covered in the March Issue of NAWS News. Fiscal Update; Highlights from the WCNA 37; Planning Our
Future; 2018 - 2020 Issue Discussion Topics; Public Relations Week; NAWS Travel; Staff Changes; and Human Resource
Panel. Again, please see the March 2019 issue ofNAWS News www.na.org/nawsnews for complete details.
Upcoming NAWS Web Meetings - For more information visit: www.na.org/webinar
Public Relations: May 9, 2019- 7:00pm (Eastern)
Zonal Fellowship Development/ Public Relations: May 11, 2019- 1:00pm (Eastern)
Upcoming Fellowship-wide Events - For more information visit: www.na.org/nawsevents
Service Day: May 1, 2019
Public Relations Week: June 3 - 9, 2019
Unity Day: September 1, 2019
Sponsorship Day: December 1, 2019

Conference Participant Web Meeting. During the April Conference Participate web meeting the WB provided updates
on the above discussed project plans. The Board also informed us that they have received 57 responses to the NAWS
Strategic Plan SWOT Survey (25 US Regions; 31 non-US Regions; and 1 Zonal Forum). The remainder of the web meeting
was used to focus on gathering input on the topic of online meetings. We broke-off into small group sessions for these
discussions.
NORTHEAST ZONAL FORUM
NEZF Meeting: I will attend the next face-to-face NEZF meeting scheduled for April 26 - 28, 2019 at the Radisson Hotel,
175 Jefferson Road, Rochester, New York. The workshop session for strategic planning at the April Zonal meeting will be
a continuation from "The Role of Zones" workshop held during the October NEZF meeting in Saco, Maine (See October
2018 NEZF Report distributed in January, 2019). Zonal Participates are being asked to provide input, if any, by April 22,
2019. The SWOT Environmental Scan being used to solicit input was emailed to RSC members on April 13, 2019 to solicit
their input, if any.
CONNECTICUT REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE
Upcoming Connecticut IDT Workshops and Other Events:
United Shoreline Area - Sunday, May 5, 2019 - Flyers: distributed at Area Meeting/ Online Drug Replacement Therapy
(DRT) and Medical Assisted Treatment (MAT) as!!relates to NA Check Request: Facility Rent Charge: $100. Make check
payable to United Shoreline Area
Lost then Found NA Meeting- Sat., June 1, 2019-Flyers: RCM Packets/ Online Attracting Members to Service
Check Request: Facility Rent Charge: $50 - Make check payable to United Methodist Church
Check Request: Refreshments: $50 - Make check payable to Lost Then Found Group
CT RSC, Middletown- Saturday, June 15, 2019 4:00 p.m. -Flyers: RCM Packets/ Online Spiritual Principle A Day Book
Project Workshops
CT RSC, Middletown- Saturday, August 17, 2019-4:00 p.m. -Flyers: June RSC
Consensus Based Decision Making Basics Workshops
Copies of the CBDM Basics Tool www.na.org/cbdmbasics will be distributed at the June RSC meeting to give RSC
members a couple of months to review and become becoming familiar with the information prior to the August RSC
virtual workshop.
The following are tentative dates/discussions for additional IDT workshops. More details to follow at the next RSC
meeting.
Midstate Unity Area, Portland- Saturday, July 13, 2019-12:00pm to 4:00pm Attracting Members to Service
Carrying the NA Message and Making NA Attractive
Drug Replacement Therapy (DRT) and Medical Assisted Treatment (MAT) as it relates to NA
Never Alone, Never Again NA Meeting- Norwalk- Sat., Aug 3, 2019 - 2:00pm to 4:00pm Drug Replacement Therapy
(DRT) and Medical Assisted Treatment (MAT) as it relates to NA
SFCA Public Relations. I have been approached by the SFCA PR Chair concerning PR's interest in hosting a workshop
on the "Carrying the NA Message and Making NA Attractive" as it relates to the public's view of NA as a viable resource.
The PR Chair intends to reach out to the Greater New Haven Area PR Chair to suggest the two PR Subcommittees
collaborate on this event.
Check Requests
RD Expenses for April NEZF Conference (Advance)
Hotel:
$120.84 (cost for 1 night)
Mileage:
$ 194.88 (one-way travel - 336 miles x $.58 per mile)
Meals:
$ 80.00 (meals for 2 days)
Total
$395.72
Copies: $13.51 (March 2019)- Check payable to: Executive Office Services

Regional Delegate Alternate (RDA) – Submitted and read by: Bryan D
IDT ·workshop - United Shoreline Area
I attended the United shoreline area AD HOC committee to discuss the planning of the Scheduled IDT workshop.
Also, confirmed with our speaker to the date.
Materials for the workshop are ordered from NAWS and I will submitting for Reimbursement. "See Receipt"
Reimbursement request for $22.40
North East Zonal Forum
The RD and I will be attending the NEZF face to face meeting April 26, 27, 28th at the Radison Rochester Air port in
Rochester New York. I have reserved my room and will be submitting for reimbursement of 1 night cost and 1 way
milage
Radisson Hotel Rochester Airport, 04/26/29 - 04/28/19 $106.00 per night = $106.00
Miiage one way - 361 miles@ .58 per mile = $209.38
NEZF Total - $315.38
Conference Participants Webinar
I participated in the Conference Participants Webinar. The world board provided general updates. The RD in the RD
report will provide the updates.
I would like to discuss how the Connecticut region would like to celebrate the special days apprcved by the 2018 World
Service conference as these days will be celebrated annually through out the fellowship.
Mental Health / Mental Illness IP Project
As a reminder , The Planning will be reviewing and providing input to the draft mental health / mental illness project.
We encourage members to participate as this input will be considered for the final draft to be approved by the fellowship.
The deadline for the input is May 15 2019

BOD – Submitted and read by: Howard T.
The BOD met on 4/14/19. The final accounting was presented and accepted a check in the amount of $3,425.91
will be given to regional treasure.
Howard Twas voted in as the new Executive Director, Al W was voted in as the Tech Director and Rene M was
voted in as site selection.
A proposal was brought forth to have the Hotel and Hospitality chair from the convention committee be a nonvoting board member.
The intent is most of the hotel business is done at the BOD and rather than have them get it passed down second
hand from the convention chair or vice chair they can get it directly from the board, also if they need assistance or
guidance it will come directly to them.
The Convention Executive Committee was voted on and passed as was the BOD budget.
Positions out are ALT Tech Director, Alt Site Selection, Secretary, BOD seats CCA, GWA, USA, MSU.

SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
H&I – submitted and read by: Josh K.

We met on Wednesday April 3rd, 2019. Meeting opened with the Serenity Prayer at 7:30. There were 8 of 9 areas
present. All Administrative positions and Area chairs gave their reports.
This past meeting the Regional H&I Ad Hoc was put together that has been charged with suggesting policy changes in
qualifications of H&I panel members in in consideration the using of MAT/DRT, and to then present a recommendation
to area H&I sub-committees to have a consistent policy similar to how each area in CT Region orientates new panel
members.
Please also be mindful when volunteering in facilities like Treatment Centers and Prisons to be sure what dress code is.
We typically orientate on these matters, however someone wearing the wrong article of clothing or type of accessory can
seriously hinder the ability to present NA’s message.
Also, there will be in the next few months H&I learning days hosted by their Areas, some in cooperation with their
area’s PI, and some hosting a joint learning day with the area. Will have more information in the next report.
Lastly, CTRH&I T-Shirts and Hooded Sweatshirts will be available going into May 2019 contingent on approval of 2020
CTRHI Budget this month, as well in the expense which needs to be voted on at April's meeting. If these items are
approved, Shirts/Hoodies should be available by the next H&I Subcommittee meeting which is the 1st of May. Design is
being finalized, and the color scheme will have the color scheme of our STEP WORKING GUIDE and IT WORKS HOW
AND WHY literature.
Next meeting on 5/1/19 at YMCA 50 High St, New Britain at 7:30 pm.

Public Relations – Submitted and read by Heather S.
We opened the meeting at 700 pm
There were 8 members 4 out of 8 areas were represented (GNHA,MSUA,TVA,USA)
vice chair was absent mobile meeting coordinator and secretary otf and chair is up
Talk about the tablecloths-ask all area to bring there tablecloths to see who has the same
We also talk about getting polo shirts looking at doing white and gold on the navy blue we will be ordering the shirts and
we should have them at next meeting
AREAS:
CCA - OTF
GDA - Absent
GHA – Absent
GNHA- Chip A.
GWA - Absent
MSU – Mark R.
SFCA - OTF
TVA – Nick P
USA – Stephen

Secretary - OTF (6 months clean time required)
Mobile Meeting Coordinator - OTF (2 years clean time and 6 months of involvement)
List of other trusted servants’ terms:

Chairperson - (Heather S. – elected May 2018)
Vice Chair - (Adam H. - elected March 2019)
Phoneline Coordinator - (Chip - elected July 2018)
Spanish Phoneline Coordinator - (Debbie B. - elected January 2019)

Web Servant & Alt. – Submitted and read by: Bill W.
We have made a couple updates to the website this month. We have implemented a new structure for form
submissions and have moved the links for all form submissions to the bottom right side of the footer section, so they
are accessible on the bottom of every page on the site. We have also made a form for groups to fill out to request a
COi, which automatically emails the RSC Chair a completely filled out PDF copy which can be forwarded to the
insurance company without the need for scanning document. All form submissions are also kept in a record on the
backend of the website and can be accessed at any time in the future if ever needed without expiration.
We have also been in discussions with the Strategic Planning Committee about coming up with a viable solution
for creating a mailing list which users can opt into and can get automatic emails on a regular basis (TBD) of all
recent announcements and events. We have suggested starting off slow to avoid incurring unnecessary expenses.
We have proposed a solution to creating a mailing list and sending automatic emails only. We will be discussing
this further with the SPC and work with them on implementing the most viable solution to achieve the desired
results.
We also sent the Schedule Database to Hitchcock Printing to have the April 2019 Schedules printed. All schedule
updates were made before hand to ensure the most accurate information was available. All events submitted have
been added as well as all emails taken care of.
Last month we had activated google analytics tracking, and now have a complete month of history. In the last 30
days we have had a total of 1,906 hits on the site.
*The above number may not be entirely accurate due to certain variables such as: Search engine robots, Web
Servant maintenance, and accidental search engine clicks.

WSR – Submitted and read by: Mike C.
Meeting opened by Michael C with a moment of silence followed by serenity prayer. No new Step Guides were
present for orientation.
12 Tradition read by Laura Beth C.
12 Concepts read by Jim K.
Last month's minutes read by Michael C.
Chair report read by Michael C:
Laura Beth C reported: Men Step Writers- New Assigned 2, Continuing 4.
Laura Beth C reported: Men Step Writer - Out of State 1
Joe G reported: Women Step Writers - New Assigned 4, Continuing 4
Old Business
• Michael C will schedule zoom meeting to work on administrative application.
• Laura Beth C reported she has reviewed the orientation packet and has split into two packets with DOC
requirements and Agreement Letter in one packet and History/Policy in another. DOC requirements will be
used to orientate, the history/Policy will can be read by writers at their convenience.
• Michael C reached out to PI will follow up again to determine procedure for presenting to staff at facilities
• Sue S was able to find digitial copies of old WSR records, Michael stored them in a cloud account.
• Michael C will revise flyer again to reflect new members.
New Business
v Laura Beth and Joe G will set up information booth at Pig Roast from 11 :00 am to 1:00 pm

Policy Facilitator – Absent, no report submitted

Schedule Facilitator – OTF (Submitted and read by Heather S.)
2,000 meeting schedules sold within the Fellowship, totaling $280
3,000 schedules transferred to RSC Subcommittees
500 meeting schedules sold to outside customers, totaling $100
4,500 meeting schedules total sold $380

Strategic Planning Workgroup – Submitted and read by: Marc L.

We meet on March 21st at 730pm at the Portland Senior Center. The meeting opened with a moment of silence
followed by the serenity prayer.
There were 6 addicts in attendance.
The body voted to elect a coordinator, Marc L accepted and was voted in.
Our meeting Day has been changed to the 4th Thursday of the month and our next meeting will be held on Thursday
April 25th at 730pm at the same location.
We discussed and reviewed our current survey data using a scale of strongly agree to strongly disagree and found
that, gender response was skewed 70-30% Male/female, 96% of members have a home group, and 95% serve that home
group, while 70% serve at the ASC body, 30% serve at the RSC and 90% responded that they we informed about how to
navigate there position. When asked about how they became involved in service, members responded 80% from their
Sponsor, 94% came from group announcements and 82% through a friend. 85-90% found service to be both enjoyable and
rewarding. And when asked whether they thought a service meeting was structured 14% responded strongly agree, 44%
moderately agree, 23% had no opinion and 17% moderately disagreed. When asked how we could make service more
attractive one member responded "stop the bickering and beating a dead horse" it's very unattractive to the new person.
And old timers, we know you've been here for a while but stop justifying a means to an end and follow the guidelines
please.
It was also brought to my attention that our current survey software has reached its limit of 100 responses. As I was
not aware that we had a limit, we are creating a new link to rectify this issue, yet will again be limited to 100 responses.
Clearly another point in favor of moving away from free software versions and updating and implementing a workable
version of some email campaign software with less restrictions.
We discussed our upcoming budgetary needs. We have enough money to continue to operate until the June RSC
meeting and will bring forward again our needs for the next 3 month period at the RSC meeting in May. We decided to
continue with our current financial needs staying congruent with a quarterly request as we have not yet determined our
future fiscal needs.
I have opened a dialogue with our current web servant body to discuss in-depth options including pros and cons with
our current website and the possibility of implementing a campaign software to migrate from one directional to a multidirectional interface allowing our members to not only come to us, but allow this body and our region to reach out to its
members with positions OTF, upcoming events/workshops, OFFR literature/lPs and anything that would help to keep
our members more informed and hopefully more engaged.
Our body initially made a recommendation to incorporate an email software campaign that requires a monthly
subscription fee to access its components. After further discussion with the Web Servants believe that we have a healthy
alternative. Having said that, as we continue to try to engage more member participation we would like to make a
recommendation that we begin by implementing a software campaign version with initially no upfront cost to the region
unlike our initial recommendation. Once up and running we can begin to evaluate and assess its overall effectiveness and
if need be make further recommendations to this body at that time.
At our next scheduled meeting in April we will be continuing our discussions with regard to survey data collected as it
pertains to our ongoing information gathering, as well as reviewing the Mental
Health/Mental Illness IP project. We want to extend an open invitation to the fellowship and welcome your input and
participation.

v Treasurer mentioned that the Portland Senior Center was issued a check from the RSC in December that is still
outstanding… Marc L. will look into that…

AREA REPORTS:
Area
CCA

GDA

GHA

GNHA

GWA

MSUA

SFCA

TVA

USA

OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow

Total Fund Flow

Status
Vice Chair, Treasurer (Alt.), RCM (Alt.), PR Chair

RCM
John S.

April 26th, Recovery on Track – Spring Fling
None

$386.19

$0

Secretary (Alt.), Web Servant (Alt.), Treasurer(Alt.)

$0
Brian M.

May 11th, Soul Train Dance
June 23rd, Walk the Walk – West Haven
Group Donations Low – Area Below Prudent Reserve
$0

RCM (Alt.)

$0
Tommy F.

None
Treasurer (Alt.)
June 1st, Courage to Change
June 10th, Serinity @ Noon – 11yr Anniversary
New Meeting – Recovery on Tuesday – Stamford, CT.

$0
Claire B.

$1,137.32
Tom R.

Treasurer (Alt.), RCM (Alt.)
May 5th, IDT Workshop - Rogers Lake Clubhouse 3pm~6pm
June 1st, Sponsor Speaker Jam/Dance 5pm~12. New London
None

$0
Mike R.

$398.84

$1,922.35

SHARING SESSION
Waiver for CT NA Activities (16Mar19):
A revised copy of the MSUA’s Activity Waiver was brought to the table and discussed. It specifically pertained to
participation in sporting activities. There was also discussion about creating tickets to events that evoked “Implied
Consent”… It was tabled (GNHA & GDA) for thirty (30) days for consideration and revision.

After much discussion… What COI does/does not cover, hiring outside leagal advice & who could be held
responsible… concensus was to get direction from NAWS
Archiving of RSC NA records (16Mar19):
Adam H. had obtained policy from different resources in NA in reference to archiving Area/Regional documents and
historical memorabilia
Alex W., Bob L., Bill W., & Garrett W. will assess these resources to adapt a policy suitable to the CTRSC on archiving
regional documents.

Adam H. reported… Still in the works, possible face-to-face meeting to continue discussion
OLD BUSINESS
16Feb19 RSC Motions tabled to Areas for 60 days due back at RSC for vote.
Motion #1 (02/16/2019): to approve 2019-2020 Writing Steps for Recovery budget
Rent
PO Box Rent
Literature
Stationary
Postage

$500.00

Printing

$200.00

Learning Day
Total

$50.00
$1,141.00

$120.00
$106.00
$90.00
$75.00

Maker: WSR 2nd by: MSUA
Intent: to be financially responsible
Motion: Table to Areas for 60 days
Maker: USA 2nd by: CCA
Vote: Passed 6.0.0

Motion #4 (02/16/2019): to approve 2019 – 2020 H&I proposed budget

Maker: H&I 2nd by: GHA
Intent: to ensure NA funds are distributed in the spirit of the 7th tradition
Motion: Table to Areas for 60 days
Maker: USA 2nd by: GHA
Vote: Passed 6.0.0

NEW BUSINESS
Agenda –
World Days “Service Day, Sponsorship Day, Unity Day” – Bryan D.
Service Day - May 1st, PR Day - 1st week of June, the 3rd ~ 9th, Unity Day – September 1st, & Sponsorship Day –
December 1st which are all NA recognized days... The S.P.W. wanted to know… does the CT Region want to sponsor an
event to recogise one or all of these days?
PR Chair stated that some Area PR committes are already holding events for PR Week
There were no other comments
Final account from 2019 Convention – Ron W.
The 2019 CTRCNA final account, statistics, & 2020 BOD budget was submitted and read.
$3,425.91 was submitted to the RSC. The hotel was very pleased and is looking forward to hosting us again.
Facilities for Learning Day – Alex W.
John S. (CCA RCM) will look into bookling the Wolcott Activities and Learning Center for the CTRSC Learning Day
on September 7th, 2019
Funds in liew of Flowers – Alex W.
A grieving parent who’s daughter died on March 18th, listed the CT. Region of Narctics Anonymous in the obituary
as an organization for donations in liew of flowers.
A straw poll was taken to have the RD compose a letter stating that CTRSC will be sending back, to her, the donations
received and explaining why.
Straw Poll was unanimous
** At the writing of these minutes the RD had sent this email on April 24th **
The Connecticut Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous wishes to express our deepest condolences
to you and your family for your loss. Enclosed are a total of 11 envelopes, including yours, that we have received
containing memorial donations in remembrance of your daughter Leigh.Your thought to have memorial donations
made is truly heartfelt. However, Narcotics Anonymous is fully self-supporting and only accepts
donations/contributions from its members, and never from outside sources. If you have not already done so, we ask
that the Connecticut Region of Narcotics Anonymous be removed from the donation list. If we receive additional
donations, we will also return them to you. Narcotics Anonymous is a nonprofit, international, community-based
organization for recovering addicts. More information about the Connecticut Region of Narcotics Anonymous can be
found on our website at www.ctna.org. Again, our deepest condolences go out to you and your family.
Sincerely,
The Connecticut Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous
Revision of Minutes – Alex W.
As stated in the Chair report…
I believe I may have erred last month when I allowed a vote on the NEZF to use CBDM at their meetings. Since
this is not a level of service and we don't dictate to other bodies what they should do except when it effects our
areas, groups or region as a whole, then the NEZF should choose whatever format they want to run their meeting.
…the motion should have been called out of order.
…If anyone believes I am in error then a motion to overrule the chair can be made.
Some comments included that this was something that the RD could have asked the RSC’s guidance on how he
should vote at the NEZF, but it should not have been brought to a vote at the RSC.
Also, we have choosen the RD & RDA to participate in the NEZF on the RSC’s behalf and should vote their own
conscious in those matters.
There was no motion to overrule and the NEZF - Decision Making Proposal by the RD at last months RSC will be
ruled out of order and the RSC16Mar19Minutes will be amended.

Ideas for stimulating Fund Flow from groups – Brian M.
Conversation/Suggestions included:
1) Having a workgroup or discussion on “What is the basket for?” IP #24…
2) Hold back the coffee… if you want coffee put money in the basket
3) Elect a GSR Liaison to go to visit groups (business meeting) in the area to explain what the ASC does and what
Fund Flow means
4) Explain that 7th Tradition collection goes for coffee, rent, literature... the rest is fund flowed through our service
structure to promote NA’s primary purpose... separate collection for “Celebration of Life” or “Aniversary”
meetings.

Motions Motion #1 (04/20/2019): to reimburse/advance $22.40 for supplies for the USA IDT Workshop and $315.38 advance for
NEZF. 1 Night Hotel = $106.00
1 way mileage = $209.38
Maker: RDA 2nd by: GNHA
Intent: per policy
Vote: Passed 6.0.0
Motion #2 (04/20/2019): to fund the RD’s expenses ($395.72) to attend the April NEZF Conference in Rochester, NY.
Maker: Treasurer 2nd by: CCA
Intent: to financially accountable
Vote: Passed 6.0.0
Motion #3 (04/20/2019): to approve the expence of $1,300.00 (invoice submitted) to create order of CT Regional H&I shirts
and sweatshirts
Maker: H&I 2nd by: SFCA
Intent: produce outreach appearal for H&I subcommittee with a cost that falls within the H&I regional budget
Vote: Passed 6.0.0

ELECTIONS
Treasurer (Alt.) – OTF
Schedule Facilitator – OTF
Public Relations Chair - out to sub-committee for 30 days
BOD Seats:
GWA – OTF
GDA – OTF
MSUA – OTF
Vacant: Technical Director, Alt. Tech Director and Alternate Treasurer

With no further business a motion to close was made (TVA) and seconded (USA)
Next RSC meeting will be held on May 18th, 2019 @ Middlesex Memorial Hospital
28 Crescent Street
Middletown, CT

